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The ONN AGM was held online on Sat Sept 17, 2022. 
There were 15 attendees representing 10 of the 13 
member Guilds. 
 
There was agreement that almost all Guilds faced the 
issues of finding a good place to meet and finding people 

willing to take on leadership roles. Nonetheless, we are all back with in-person meetings and happy 
to be together! Many Guilds have incorporated some online meetings into their routines. 
 
There was a good discussion about teachers or program ideas and we thought it would be fruitful 
for program or teaching leaders to exchange ideas. →An online meeting on Saturday November 
5, 200 at 9:30 am has been arranged for that. 
 
There was general agreement that the business portion of ONN Annual General Meetings was best 
done online and there was a motion that our next AGM shall be online. 
 
However, we still love to get together and see each other's work. It's also a good idea to have such 
a fair or show in different areas of the province every 2 or 3 years and it was hoped that 1-3 smaller 
guilds might work together to host such an event, from time to time. Keeping it simple (e.g. no gift 
bags) was suggested. →Can each guild discuss whether they might host or co-host a fair in Spring 
or early Summer of 2024? 
 
Fiona White noted that ONN is strong and continuing! 
 
→Guilds will meet online again on January 14, 2023 from 9:30-11:30 am to discuss some of the 
ideas arising from the AGM. 
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Submitted by Cheryl Wallace, ONN Rep 
 
A new Guild year is just beginning and with it comes a sense of both beginning and continuation, re-
newal, and rebirth. The pandemic forced us to find new ways to communicate and to provide instruc-
tion and information to our members.  A return to social interaction is an opportunity to evaluate our 
priorities and determine the core values of the Guild going forward. Our AGM, held on September 
10, 2022, was an opportunity to do just that. With grateful thanks to retiring Executive members and 
a warm welcome to new and returning Executive members, we are ready to embark on the adven-
ture that will be the 2022-2023 guild year. 

As always, our members were busy over the summer months with Focus groups and the pictures 
reflect the following topics: Art Cards, Coiled Baskets, Eco Dyeing, Fabric Books, and Indigo/Shibori, 
Paper, Paint, Stitch and More. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Continued on page 3) 

CANADIAN EMBROIDERERS’ GUILD LONDON 
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We are continuing our 50
th
 Anniversary celebrations with a show and sale of members’ work. It will 

be on display in Westmount Mall at The Love of Art from October 15 -19, 2022. We invite everyone 
to celebrate with us. The show will feature the 50

th
 Anniversary Gold Challenge entries.  

We have a combination of in-person and Zoom classes this Fall.  There is something for everyone. 
Landscape Quilting – in-person by Susan Van Arkel 
Gel Plate Play – in-person by Dallas Coughlan 
Embroidered Felt Rocks – in-person by Nicole Crozier 
Fragments – mix of in-person and Zoom by Mary Veenman 
Zentangles to Stitch – Zoom by Jess Blackmore 
Let’s Play with Mixed Media – Zoom by Lynda Watson 
Beginning Stitches – in-person by Sue Hickey 
Stitching on Paper – Zoom by Jenn Wilson 
Zipped Pouches: from Japan to London – in-person by Lynda Wadden 
Independent Stitchers – in-person 

In November, we are pleased to offer a workshop by Rachael Singleton to our members. Rachael is 
a mixed media and textile artist from West Yorkshire, England, who combines paper, fabrics, fibres 
and other materials to create one of a kind artworks inspired by the natural world around her. This 
workshop will be an exploration of how to create a visual reminder of a cherished memory requiring 
only basic sewing and stitching skills.   

In summary, our goal is to make 2022-2023 a year: to learn, to create, to celebrate. 

(Continued from page 2) 

CANADIAN EMBROIDERERS’ GUILD LONDON (continued) 
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TORONTO GUILD OF STITCHERY 

Submitted by Lorna Anderson, ONN Rep 

 
Greetings ONN Members,  
The best way to describe what is going on right now is a rebuilding phase.  TGS’s main accomplish-
ment over the past few years has been to organize and host the highly successful EAC-ACB Semi-
nar 2022 “Hues in Harmony” while confronting and managing the many hurdles and challenges of 
the pandemic. We are and should be very proud of the result. The organizing committee was stellar 
and the event was seamless.  
 
Despite not being able to meet in person for more than two years TGS has kept going with meetings 
being held on Zoom. We not only had the opportunity to see each other virtually but also were able 
to host a guest speaker/s at almost every meeting. Because there are members who weren’t able, or 
were not interested in online engagement we also had a number of mailed updates “Notes and 
Links” and gifts go to all members. Regular emails kept us connected as well. As we go forward we 
will attempt to keep a hybrid meeting model through the use of Zoom.  
 
Surprisingly we have managed to keep our membership numbers reasonably stable. New members 
have joined and are on the younger side of our average age.  
 
One of the biggest struggles is getting members to step into the leadership roles. For the time being 
we will be following a more casual meeting plan to make the guild more manageable for the existing 
smaller executive. Even so, plans are moving ahead for some themed meetings, retreats, an inter-
esting workshop, and our annual stash sale.  
 
The guild is always on the lookout for skilled teachers and interesting program ideas. Any way that 
ONN can help with this would be appreciated.  
 
Respectfully submitted and with grateful thanks from TGS members Julia Paris and Karen Doak, 
Lorna Anderson  
Toronto Guild of Stitchery  
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SCARBOROUGH NEEEDLEARTS GUILD 

Submitted by Alexandra Semeniuk, ONN Rep 
 
After a summer of informal get togethers in a local park, the Scarborough Needlearts 
Guild has launched its 2022-23 schedule of weekly meetings. The Guild will now be 
meeting in person which is so welcomed after 2 1/2 years on Zoom. Sincere thanks to 
Past President Sheila Williams and Zoom Master Kim Mather for getting us through the 
long and challenging period of isolation which saw some decrease in membership. 
Sadly, Scarborough Needlearts had to give up its long-time meeting location at Cedar 
Brook Community Centre because of changes in City requirements. 
With enthusiasm and a committed new executive, SNG is embarking on a rebuilding 
program. We have a new home in the spacious and easily accessible hall at St Mark’s 
United Church and are mounting a campaign to increase awareness of Scarborough 
Needlearts and attract new members. We’re reconnecting with old friends and making 
new ones as we stitch, share, laugh and learn together at our Monday sessions and 
especially during the 3 day retreat at Elim Lodge. Members are working on their own 
projects while the program committee finalizes plans for the coming months. 
In late August, as a lead in to our new season, SNG members had an outing to the 
newly opened Clark Centre for the Arts (901 Guildwood Parkway) located on the historic 
and scenic grounds of Guild Park above the Scarborough Bluffs. In the 1930’s, Rosa 
and Spencer Clark established an artists’ collective and centre for Canadian artists and 
artisans that came to be called the Guild of All Arts. In later years during the building 
boom in downtown Toronto, Mr Clark saved from demolition architectural elements such 
as decorative facades and columns seen on older buildings and had them transported 
to the Guild and reassembled. The Clark Centre is the result of strong advocacy and 
planning input from the community and continues the long tradition of arts and cultural 
activity on this site. The City of Toronto operates and programs the Centre whose staff 
are open to program suggestions. One of the studios is dedicated to fibre arts so there 
is potential for stitching workshops and courses being offered there in the future. 
Scarborough Needlearts was happy to participate in the September 17, 2022 ONN 
meeting focussed on the future of the ONN and we look forward to further discussions 
and planning sessions going forward. 
Included with this report is a photo of SNG members in front of our new community 
outreach sign. Also, for enjoyment and inspiration are photos of two beautiful pieces by 
Marion Brumwell: a Ukrainian whitework runner and surface embroidery in Jacobean 
style. 
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SCARBOROUGH NEEEDLEARTS GUILD (continued) 

Surface embroidery in Jacobean 
style with large flowers and a bird; 
designed by Hazel Blomkamp, 
worked on linen ground fabric with 
one strand of floss and an array of 
colours. 
Stitched by Marion Brumwell 

Ukrainian whitework runner 
named Sofia and designed by 
Jan Eaton; worked on even 
weave linen using pearl cotton 
with numerous eyelets and 
satin stitching characteristic of 
this style of embroidery. 
Stitched by Marion Brumwell 

We send our best wishes to ONN members for a healthy and successful autumn. 
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CANADIAN EMBROIDERERS’ GUILD GUELPH 

Submitted by Judy McMullan, ONN Rep 
 
We are very pleased to be back to in-person meetings and classes at our pre-pandemic venue of 
Kortright Presbyterian Church. Our Registration Day was well attended and we currently have 74 
members and 6 different classes on the go. 
Stitch With Confidence with Bonnie Evans is for anyone new or needing a refresher. Laura Dobrindt 
is teaching A New Look at Stumpwork. I’m in the class beside hers and I saw some beautiful 
needlelace last week! Pat Bowley is presiding over Slow Stitching. Each person will be working at 
their own pace on their unique project. I’m co-ordinating the Pocket Project where we are discussing 
how we take our projects along to waiting rooms or on vacation. We are stitching away at little scis-
sor keeps, tiny pincushions, etc. 
Ruth Douglas is teaching Ricamo di Parma and other old Italian stitches and she has quite a crowd 
around the tables. The Independent group, as usual, bring their own projects and enjoy some time 
together.   

Stitch With Confidence A New Look at Stumpwork 
Slow Stitching 

Pocket Project 
Ricamo di Parma 
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OAKVILLE STITCHERY GUILD 

Submitted by Gemma Burke, ONN Rep 
 
Oakville Stitchery Guild had our first meeting on September 26, 2022. We had a mini workshop of 
drawing a mind map and adding fabric and decorative stitch on the mind map. Pictures are to come 
later. Oakville Stitchery Guild recently had a fibre art show at Joshua Creek Heritage Centre. You 
can see the full gallery here at https://www.joshuacreekarts.com/art-exhibitions/fibre-art-passion-at-
joshua-creek-heritage-art-centre/  

 
Here is the Oakville stitchery guild’s members’ art in the show. 
 

Barbara Hodkinson 

Grass Sunset 

Gemma Burke 

Into the Forest Singing in the Rain 

https://www.joshuacreekarts.com/art-exhibitions/fibre-art-passion-at-joshua-creek-heritage-art-centre/
https://www.joshuacreekarts.com/art-exhibitions/fibre-art-passion-at-joshua-creek-heritage-art-centre/
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OAKVILLE STITCHERY GUILD (continued) 

Shapes 

Janet Janson 

Desination 

Floral Pathways Laying Low 

Glow 

Sashiko Stitchery 

 Joan Lindo 

Amaryllis 
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OAKVILLE STITCHERY GUILD (continued) 

Judith Veinot 

Forest Sunset 
My Favourite Garden 

On the Bridge 

Wet GBH 

 Mary Clark 

Autumn Stream Water Lilies 
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OAKVILLE STITCHERY GUILD (continued) 

Roberta Eustace 

Sunset Sunrise 

Random Weave Bird 

Nancy Hull 

 Mary Clark 

Handmade Sewing Box 

Ecoptera Gigantica 
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OAKVILLE STITCHERY GUILD (continued) 

Wendy Nicholson 

Cheers here’s to us girls 

Elanor the Egret 
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OAKVILLE STITCHERY GUILD (continued) 

Naked 

Stratford 

And Not 

Sybil Rampen 

Angel Triptych 
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Submitted by Sheila McCoy, ONN Rep 
 
Greetings to everyone -   

 
 
Where to start when you’ve had a busy summer……   
We started off with a small gathering in Victoria Park 
for WORLD EMBROIDERY DAY – 31 July with Im-
my,  Annie, Cathy, Eva, Sue, Judy, Wa (a visitor), 
other members were off at cottages or had family vis-
iting (this day was probably chosen by someone out-
side of North America, as this is Canada’s Civic Holi-
day weekend). [Right. It was chosen in Sweden. –
Ed.] 
 
 
It gave us chance to organize a group to take part on 
Sunday, 14 August, in the Lang Pioneer Village, 
Keene, Ontario, event weekend titled “Tying the Knot” 

which featured a parade of bridal attire through the early years, and various displays. 
 

(Continued on page 15) 

NORTHUMBERLAND HILLS STITCHERY GUILD 
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NORTHUMBERLAND HILLS STITCHERY GUILD (continued) 

The day turned out to be pleasant and those of us who 
attended were given dresses, bonnets, and aprons for 
the occasion.   We had a display table with our own 
treasured family heirloom pieces – doilies, tablecloths, 
bedspreads, christening gowns, table runners, hand-
kerchiefs, napkin holders, etc., which were very well 
received by the many visitors to our display. 

 
* * * * * * * * 

Our next big event was our FIRST MEETING of the 
2022-2023 Season – 13 September.     It was a good 
day and we greeted 2 new members :  Beth and Pau-
la.  Beth has had Fabric Art shows in a local Cobourg 
store and Paula is anxious to try her hand at Crewel – 
so WELCOME to both ladies.. 

 
Our Executive have been hard at work and we have a calendar taking us up to December.   In Sep-
tember, we are being visited by two ladies, Guest Speakers Phyllis Wilson and Sylvia Wilkens on a 
topic of  Japanese embroidery, and this will be followed in October with  a workshop for Felt Poppies 
and then probably Quilts of Valour (quilts for military personnel) under negotiation at time of writing.   
 
We are then all going to work diligently on items to go into a Christmas Craft Show being held at the 
Cobourg Community Centre on Saturday, 3 December.    We have never sold our sewing items, so 
this is very new to us. 
 
In the meantime, we formed a crew to “man” the tables at the Port Hope & District Agricultural Fair 
during the weekend of 16-18 September.  This is the first Fair since Covid – with all new Town staff 
and all new Fair staff, so it was a bit discombobulated at times, but we survived.    

(Continued from page 14) 

(Continued on page 16) 
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NORTHUMBERLAND HILLS STITCHERY GUILD (continued) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
At the Fair we started a new thing for us…. A Free 
Draw. The prize was a Singer 5-inch Cube Sewing 
Kit.  Entrants filled out name, Landline and Cell 
phone numbers and Email addresses, and were 
asked whether they were interested in seeing any 
more of our displays and whether they wanted more 
membership information. 
 
Out of 45 replies, 17 replied for seeing more dis-
plays and 10 replied wanting more information on 
membership.  
We now have a list of emails in case we wish to pro-
mote any of our events.  (Marketing tactics ??) 

(Continued from page 15) 

(Continued on page 17) 
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NORTHUMBERLAND HILLS STITCHERY GUILD (continued) 

    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

And our Happy Winner of the Free Draw. . . . . . .  
 
Jillian has had yet another display, this time of Mixed Media (we are sure it includes something with 
a needle and thread !), which ran from 18 August to 25 September at the Northumberland Arts Gal-
lery in Port Hope.   Congratulations Jillian ! 
 
We were all very sad to hear that Queen Elizabeth II had passed away (8 September, 2022), and 
most of us will remember exactly what we were doing at the time we heard the news.   
 
Because of our committed involvement with the Port Hope Fair, and our Chief Techie (Susan C) hav-
ing family business, we were not able to take part in the Zoom ONN AGM 17 September meeting.  
We hope the meeting went well and look forward to the Minutes.   We are still very supportive of the 
ONN and hope the Minutes don’t hold any bad news. 
 
We are now looking forward to our “Sales” event – the Christmas Craft Show, and are busily making 
items for that – all at cheap-to-“reasonable” prices – we think everyone will be looking for a bargain;  
more news in the next Newsletter. 
 
In the meantime……”Carry On, Carrying On”. 
 
25 September, 2022 : smc 
 
 
 

 

(Continued from page 16) 
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Submitted by Marion Brumwell, ONN Rep 
 

Members were excited to return to in-person meetings at the same location as before the pandemic. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Our display set out on the guild banner shows that there is lots of 
enthusiasm for many embroidery techniques. 
 
We enjoyed seeing the first project of the guild, impressive goldwork 
designed by Cindy Jackson and stitched by Barbara, an original 
stitching and watercolour piece by Suzanne, some smalls from the 
June smalls exchange and some cross stitch embroideries. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We started planning for the June 
stitching challenges and for guild 
projects for the coming months. For the 
evening program Geri provided detailed 
notes, some samples and a 
demonstration on how to finish a triangular scissor case. 
 
Near the end of September there is a retreat at Elim Lodge. In October Kim from Kimat Designs will 
talk about fabrics available for embroidery. We are off to a great start for 2022-2023! 

TRILLIUM EMBROIDERY GUILD 
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Submitted by Heather Hollands, ONN Rep 

During the summer months, members of Norfolk’ Own Needle Arts Guild continued to meet each 
Monday for informal stitching at Waterford United Church. Each member was working on projects of 
their choice, some of them continuing to work on things learned at seminar in May. 
We began our Fall evening meetings on the second Wednesday in September, also at Waterford 
United Church. We started with a short business meeting, followed by a Penny Social, which has 
become an annual fundraising event. Each member brings a good, but inexpensive wrapped gift 
along with a wrapped “gag” gift and each of us bid on the ones we think we would like. It is a fun 
evening with lots of laughs! 
Our next meeting consisted of a Hardanger workshop taught by Lotte . It is a small Christmas 
ornament, seen in the pictures below. Some of our group are working on hardanger projects they 
have on the go instead of the ornament. This project will continue in October. There are also 
samples of other pieces of hardanger on display below. 

Also, during September we received our new Embroidery 
Canada magazine. We are all having a good look at the 
brochure inside, showing all the courses offered at seminar 
2023 to be held in Winnipeg and celebrating the 50 th 
Anniversary of EAC. 
 
Unfortunately, we were unable to attend the virtual O.N.N. 
Meeting and hope that we will receive minutes to keep us 
informed. [Minutes have since been distributed. - Ed.] We 
do value belonging to O.N.N. and look forward to an in 
person meeting in the future. 

NORFOLK’S OWN NEEDLE ARTS GUILD 
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Submitted by Barbara Cook, ONN Rep 

We are counting on a full year of in-person meetings and we did hold our first meeting of the season 
at Glenhyrst. Our theme for the program year is “COUNT ON IT!”  and is an opportunity to gain, 
increase, and share knowledge in several techniques including: Cross stitch, Blackwork, Kogin, 
Canvas Work, Hardanger, and more. 
 
As well, our annual challenge is to create any object by upcycling any 'old' or 'no longer used' 
garment or item to create any needlework piece using any technique.  

BRANT NEEDLE ARTS GUILD 
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UPCOMING EVENTS 

 
 
Hanging by a Thread fibre art show by Oakville Fibre 
Artists. 
now to Oct 14, 2022  see the full invitation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Toronto Guild of Stitchery is contemplating hosting a stitching retreat at the Bank of 
Montreal Institute for Learning in March of 2023. Click for the full details. 
→ Please reply IF you are interested by Oct 21st to Heather James heatherjjames@gmail.com  

https://onnguilds.files.wordpress.com/2022/07/an-invitation-to-oakville-fibre-artists-gallery-show.pdf
https://onnguilds.files.wordpress.com/2022/10/announcement-full-toronto-guild-of-stitchery-march-2023-retreat.pdf
mailto:heatherjjames@gmail.com
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ONN Website  
The ONN website can be found at onnguilds.ca. The main page is set up in a blog form so that no-
tices and articles of interest can be found easily by members.  
 
Submissions of articles, photos and events are welcomed and encouraged! Suggestions include:  

book and exhibition reviews  
tips and hints learned at a workshop  
information about a shop  
research about techniques, designs or materials 
 

Send items to webmaster Judy McMullan at cegguelph@gmail.com. 
 
ONN Contact Information  
 
 

 
 
 
 

Webmaster Judy McMullan CEG Guelph cegguelph@gmail.com 

Treasurer Dianna Thorne Toronto Stitchery Guild onncontact@gmail.com 

Newsletter Vacant but the webmaster has been distributing the ONN reports in an email  

ONTARIO NETWORK OF NEEDLEWORKERS 

MEMB ERSHIP YEAR 
 
The ONN membership year runs from June 1 to May 31. 
 
 

Special online ONN meeting of ONN Reps and Guild Education/Program leaders on 
Saturday November 5 at 9:30 am. 

 
The next ONN General Meeting will be held online on 

Saturday January  14, 2023 from 9:30-11:30 am. 

DEADLINE DATES - as a reminder - - - 
Issue #1 by 25 July - for August 
Issue #2 by 25 September - for October 
Issue #3 by 15 December - for January 
Issue #4 by 25 March - for April 
 
THE DEADLINE FOR NEXT SUBMISSIONS is December 15 for the next issue 

http://onnguilds.ca

